Maximize Engagement, Realize Performance. Collaborate Like Never Before.
All Hands on Deck

The hybrid workspace is here to stay, and it just got a lot more interesting. Beautifully engineered and visually stunning, revitalize your workday with the Avocor L Series. Our 21:9 displays provide 33% more screen space than traditional 16:9, empowering your teams to be ultra-interactive and productive on an ultrawide scale.

Why you want it

Modern Day Challenges
Hybrid working in the modern workplace has a myriad of challenges to overcome. Not only are you trying to get your teams to be more interactive and efficient from wherever they reside, but you’re also faced with ever-evolving solutions from a range of collaboration software providers that require expanded visual displays.

Forward Thinking Solutions
With the Avocor L Series you can utilize the full power of platforms such as Microsoft Signature Teams Rooms and Front Row, which demand a screen with larger real estate than previously required. Deliver a more holistic experience in meetings with new video layouts and non-verbal ‘chat’ functionality all instantly viewable and easily usable.

Simple Set Up. Easy to Use. Beautiful to Look At.
Whether you need to instantly utilize ideation collaboration software, or enable cutting-edge visual layouts, the Avocor L Series has the solution you need to enable efficient and productive team engagement like you’ve never seen.
Product highlights - at a glance

- Ultrawide 105" displays
- 5K Ultra HD
- Touch and non-touch options
  - Touch model features PCAP with 40 points of touch
- Sleek design with an ultra-thin bezel
- Intel OPS PC Slot for expanded functionality
- Wireless connectivity ability
- Includes wall mount

Go ahead, take charge

Avocor UIQ is our smart, dynamic user interface that is touch enabled, delivering source preview and access to a customizable menu with no need for a remote control.

Fuse puts total control at their fingertips. Remotely deploy, configure, push firmware and software updates and activation of digital services - at scale - from anywhere in the world.

Simple to navigate and quick to launch, GroupShare helps you eliminate technology complications and enable a consistent productive experience with shared meeting or training spaces - every time.

Wireless screen sharing from any device and instant white-boarding capabilities.

Microsoft Signature Teams Room Utilizing Front Row
The non-touch 105” L Series display brings people in the room a greater sense of connection to remote participants. The expansive display area facilitates the cutting-edge visual layout provided by Microsoft Front Row in Signature Teams Rooms, moving the video gallery to the bottom of the screen with a fixed ratio. In-room participants can see remote colleagues face to face as if they were in the same room while content is surrounded by contextual components that are updated in real-time, helping everyone stay engaged and connected.

AVL-1050-D - Non-touch
Beautiful industrial design for Signature Microsoft Teams Rooms utilizing Front Row.

The unique 21:9 aspect ratio provides increased width for a more usable interactive area. The smooth, highly responsive projected-capacitive touch features high durability, and excellent optical performance, bringing whiteboarding to a new level with a superior multi-touch experience with a stylus, finger, or palm rejection. Realize increased productivity and audience engagement, by supporting collaboration before, during, and after meetings.

AVL-1050-T - Touch
Sleek and vibrant, ideal for workspaces that require a collaborative, immersive environment.

The non-touch 105" L Series display brings people in the room a greater sense of connection to remote participants. The expansive display area facilitates the cutting-edge visual layout provided by Microsoft Front Row in Signature Teams Rooms, moving the video gallery to the bottom of the screen with a fixed ratio. In-room participants can see remote colleagues face to face as if they were in the same room while content is surrounded by contextual components that are updated in real-time, helping everyone stay engaged and connected.

AVL-1050-D - Non-touch
Beautiful industrial design for Signature Microsoft Teams Rooms utilizing Front Row.

The unique 21:9 aspect ratio provides increased width for a more usable interactive area. The smooth, highly responsive projected-capacitive touch features high durability, and excellent optical performance, bringing whiteboarding to a new level with a superior multi-touch experience with a stylus, finger, or palm rejection. Realize increased productivity and audience engagement, by supporting collaboration before, during, and after meetings.

AVL-1050-T - Touch
Sleek and vibrant, ideal for workspaces that require a collaborative, immersive environment.
What you want, where you need it

Whether at HQ, in the classroom, or anything in between, Avocor’s L Series is your go-to collaboration solution that helps you get the message across and increase engagement with effortless style.

Multi-functional for every use case

Whatever your collaboration requirement, the Avocor L Series is flexible and adaptable, bringing teams and content to the heart of your workspace.